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TRANSPORT ALL YOUR GEAR OFF-ROAD WITH NEW RIDGE SHERPA BIKE TRAILER  
FROM ROGUE RIDGE™  

 
Tow Up To 250 Pounds Behind Your Rogue Ridge Fat Tire E-Bike with Durable New Trailer 

 
Belgrade, MT — Towing all your gear is now an easy haul with the new Ridge Sherpa Bike Trailer from Rogue Ridge™, the 
company that has revolutionized the electric bike market with its line of high-performance, off-road fat-tire e-bikes. Whether 
you’re transporting beach gear or hunting gear, the durable Ridge Sherpa Bike Trailer easily tows behind your Rogue Ridge 
bike, keeping cargo safe and well protected from the elements. 
 
“As hunters, we have a lot of gear, and to have the ability to transport that gear to and from those hard-to-access hunting spots 
is invaluable,” said Mark Garcia, Rogue Ridge founder and CEO. “This trailer is intentionally built to conquer even the roughest 
terrain and to keep up with your Rogue Ridge all terrain e-bike. Trust us when we say it’ll be your new favorite sidekick,” Garcia 
added. 
 
Constructed with the strength of steel and an Aluminum cargo frame, the Ridge Sherpa is built tough to keep gear safely rolling 
over the roughest of roads less traveled.  In fact, its high quality components allow you to load up to 250 pounds of gear and 
still ride smooth.  This high weight capacity is especially helpful when you’ve had a successful hunt and you want to tow home 
that trophy.  The trailer also comes with an extra large river dry bag with waterproof zipper designed to repel the elements and 
keep contents secure as well as clean and dry.   
 
The Ridge Sherpa Bike Trailer easily attaches to the rear axle of the Rogue Ridge RM750 e-bike, or to the designed postholes 
found on the Rogue Ridge RB1000 e-bike. The trailer’s single 20-inch wheel features a rear adjustable strut to accommodate 
various load and terrain, making it simply the best way to transport your gear.  An incorporated wheel fender keeps mud and 
water from collecting on your cargo.  And, once you’re back from your ride, the trailer quickly folds up for easy storage. 
 
The Ridge Sherpa measures 43.3 inches long (including wheel), with the cargo cage measuring 14 inches by 24 inches (with 
the Dry Gear Bag).  It has an MSRP of $500, and is backed by the manufacturer’s limited 90-day warranty. 

 
About Rogue Ridge 
Rogue Ridge was founded after many years of packing game out of the backcountry and countless hours of research. With 
over 25 years of outdoor industry experience, the company worked with top engineers to develop Rogue Ridge Bikes, the 
ultimate off-road, fat-tire e-bike available today. Determined to be the strongest, most reliable e-bike on the market, Rogue 
Ridge is the ultimate transportation for getting to those hard-to-reach places. For more information, call 1-844-GORogue or go 
to www.rogueridge.com.  
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Editor’s Note: Download digital press releases and hi-res images from Full-Throttle’s online press room at full-throttlecom.com. 
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